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**AUS business**

Excomm
- I have consistently been meeting with the AUS excomm on a weekly basis

MoA
- During these past few months, President Chan, Counselor Javed and I have been working on MoA negotiations
- We have finally reached an agreement with the university which may result in some positive changes regarding SNAX - I don't want to jinx it just yet but we're announce the changes when it's official

Arts faculty council
- Have been meeting with them since the beginning of the semester

Curriculum committee
- Have attended meetings since the beginning of the semester

**AUS LC**
- Brought forward a motion calling on AUS to condemn bill 2 - part of larger advocacy on campus

**Other special interests:**
- Working on a potential workshop for Naloxone training
  - Working to make it more accessible on campus

**SSMU**

Steering committee
- Have attended and participated in steering committee since the beginning of the semester

Francophone committee
- Met with one of the counsellors (Arnaud) to discuss our ambitions in regards to the committee
Met with the committee once, unfortunately haven’t met with them again

Bill 2

- Working with the trans working group, Queer McGill, the VP UA, and VP External on advocating against Bill 2 on many levels
  - University
  - Assemblée Nationale
  - SSMU

Individual meetings with
- Dean of Students
- Advocacy groups on campus
  - Reached out to a few of them
  - Met with Queer McGill

Respectfully Submitted,

Yara Coussa

artsrep1@ssmu.ca